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Work of Peter Neumann's on coprime suborbits of transitive permutation groups
led him to consider a class of structures which he called ``fishy poorsets.'' He asked
whether there is a fishy poorset whose automorphism group is transitive on
particular classes of triples. By enriching the language of partial orders we
``homogenize'' the class. The automorphism group of the resulting ``homogenized''
structure then has the transitivity properties required to solve Neumann's problem.
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1. INTRODUCTION
 .DEFINITION. A partially ordered set V, - is a poorset if it contains
no diamonds}that is, if incomparable elements a, b never have both an
upper bound and a lower bound. We shall say that it is fishy if
 .a every incomparable pair has either an upper bound or a lower
bound;
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 .b whenever a has no lower bound with b and no upper bound with
c then b - c.
The reader is advised to draw a diagram to see why we use the term
``fishy.'' Note that in a fishy poorset ``a and b have no lower bound'' is
equivalent to ``a and b are incomparable and have an upper bound.'' We
write a n b to denote this relation; similarly, we write a k b to mean that
``a and b have no upper bound.''
w xPeter M. Neumann 2 has asked whether there is a fishy poorset whose
 .automorphism group is transitive on triples a, b, c such that
 .i a - b - c;
 .ii b - a and a n c;
 .iii a - b and a k c.
The problem arises out of a question about a graph, the VIP graph, which
Neumann uses to study coprime suborbits of primitive permutation groups
G acting on a set V. The vertices of the VIP graph are the nontrivial
suborbits of G. Two suborbits are adjacent if they are not coprime as
 w x.G -spaces see 2 . Every suborbit F is paired with another suborbit F*a
 .  . 4via the pairing of orbitals given by F* s b, a : a, b g F . We say that
F links the connected component of the VIP graph in which it occurs with
the connected component containing F*. Neumann wishes to know
whether there is a VIP graph which has two components, each of which is
linked to both itself and the other. If each component has just two vertices
then G is the automorphism group of a fishy poorset.
A homogeneous structure is a structure G such that every isomorphism
between finite substructures extends to an automorphism of G. We will see
in Section 2 that, as defined, there is no homogeneous fishy poorset
embedding all finite fishy poorsets. However, by enriching the language of
partial orders, we can ``homogenize'' the class. The automorphism group of
the resulting ``homogenized'' structure then has the transitivity properties
required to solve Neumann's problem.
2. BACKGROUND
We will regard a partial order as a relational structure over the first
 4order language L s - . We use a F b to mean a is less than or equal0
5to b and a b to mean a and b are incomparable. We denote the group of
 .  .L-automorphisms of a L-structure G by Aut G , or just by Aut G if theL
language is clear from the context. Whenever L 9 is an expansion of L , a
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L 9-structure G9 carries an induced L-structure G. It is clear that
 .  .Aut G9 F Aut G .L 9 L
A group G acting on a set V is transiti¨ e if for every a, b g V there is
 4some g g G such that ag s b. The G-orbit of a is the set ag: g g G . The
action of G on V induces actions on various other sets, such as the set of
k-subsets of V or the set of ordered k-subsets of V. Thus we can talk
about the orbits of G under these actions, and about transitivity of these
actions. We define a group G to be k-transiti¨ e if it is transitive on the set
of ordered k-subsets of V. For a homogeneous L-structure G, the orbits
 .of Aut G on ordered n-tuples correspond to L-isomorphism classes ofL
ordered n-subsets.
Note that as defined, a subset of a fishy poorset need not be a fishy
poorset since upper bounds and lower bounds might not exist in the
subset. We circumvent this difficulty by modifying our class of structures to
include such structures.
 4DEFINITION. Let L s - , n , k where L is a relational language
with three binary relation symbols. Define the class F of fishy structures to
be the class of L-structures satisfying the following axioms:
Exclusi¨ ity. Exactly one of x s y, x - y, y - x, x n y, and x k y hold.
Symmetry. If x n y then y n x.
If x k y then y k x.
Transiti¨ ity. If x - y and y - z then x - z.
Fishiness. If x n y and y k z then x - z.
n Axiom. If x n y and z - y then x n z.
k Axiom. If x k y and y - z then x k z.
The reader should keep in mind that n and k are not the meet and
join functions from lattice theory, but are binary relations. Note also that
to prove an L-structure belongs to F, we need only consider 3-element
substructures.
LEMMA 2.1. E¨ery fishy poorset admits a fishy structure.
Proof. Define a n b if a and b have no lower bound, and a k b if a
and b have no upper bound. Clearly, exclusivity, symmetry, transitivity, and
 4fishiness hold. Take x n y and z - y. Now, any lower bound for x, z is a
 4lower bound for x, y , but there is no such bound. Hence x n z, and
similarly for the k axiom.
Note that every fishy structure carries a partial order, and that the n
axiom and k axiom imply that if a n b then a and b do not have a lower
bound, and that if a k b then a and b do not have an upper bound. Thus,
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the partial order is a poorset. We will show in Section 3 that every fishy
structure can be embedded in a fishy poorset. Thus, in a fishy structure A
 .we will think of a n b resp. a k b as meaning that a and b have an
 .upper bound resp. lower bound in some larger fishy poorset.
DEFINITION. Let L be a purely relational first-order language. Let C
be a class of L-structures. Then:
 .  .a C has the Hereditary Property HP if whenever A g C and C is
a substructure of A, then C g C ;
 .  .b C has the Joint Embedding Property JEP if for all A, B g C
there is a structure D g C and there are embeddings g : A ª D and
d : B ª D;
 .  .c C has the Amalgamation Property AP if for all embeddings
a : C ª A and b : C ª B between C-structures, there is a structure D g C
and there are embeddings g : A ª D and d : B ª D such that ag s bd ;
that is, the following diagram commutes.
D 6g d
6
A B6
a b
6
C
w x w xWe denote the diagram by D a : C ª A; b : C ª B or D a ; b or
w xD C; A, B where the structures and embeddings involved are clear from
the context.
In most cases, our embeddings will be inclusions. If D s Ag j Bd then
we say that D is a minimal amalgam of the diagram. If every subset of a
C-structure carries a C-substructure, then every diagram which can be
amalgamated has a minimal amalgam.
 w x.THEOREM 2.2 Fraõsse 3 . Let L be a purely relational language and letÈ Â
C be a class of finite L-structures, closed under isomorphism. Then there is a
countable homogeneous L-structure whose class of finite substructures is C if
and only if the following conditions hold:
 .a there are countably many isomorphism classes of C-structures;
 .b C has the Hereditary Property;
 .c C has the Joint Embedding Property;
 .d C has the Amalgamation Property.
 .We are interested in finite relational languages, so condition a of
Fraõsse's theorem automatically holds.È Â
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w xDEFINITION. The diagram D a 9: C9 ª A9; b9: C9 ª B9 can be em-
w xbedded in the diagram D a : C ª A; b : C ª B if there exist embeddings
 .h , h , h injective maps such that the following diagram commutes.A B C
BA 66
a b
6
h hA BC6
6
B9A9 h6 C
a 9 b 9
6
C9
Note that if D9 can be embedded in D, and D can be amalgamated
then D9 can also be amalgamated.
DEFINITION. A class C of finite structures for a finite relational lan-
guage L is homogenizable if there is a finite relational language L 9
expanding L and a class C 9 of L 9-structures whose class of underlying
L-structures is C , such that:
 .a there is a countable homogeneous L 9-structure G9 whose class
of finite substructures is C 9;
 .  .  .b Aut G9 s Aut G , where G is the reduct of G9 to L .L 9 L
 .Thus the orbits of Aut G on ordered n-tuples correspond to the L 9-L
isomorphism classes of ordered n-subsets.
DEFINITION. A class of L-structures satisfies Local Failure of Amalga-
 . w xmation LFA if there exist finitely many diagrams D s D C ; A , Bi i i i
 .i s 1, . . . , n , which fail to be amalgamated in C and are such that any
w xdiagram D C; A, B which cannot be amalgamated embeds D for somei
 4i g 1, . . . , n .
 w x.THEOREM 2.3 Covington 1 . Let C be a class of finite structures for a
finite purely relational language L such that
 .a C satisfies HP;
 .b C satisfies JEP;
 .c C satisfies LFA.
Then C is homogenizable. Furthermore, the class C is homogenized by
< < adding a new relation R of arity C for each of the diagrams D i si i i
.1, . . . , n .
The diagram D tells us that a substructure L-isomorphic to C cannoti i
be jointly embedded as a substructure of both A and B . The new relationi i
R determines which of the two it is embedded in.i
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3. FISHY STRUCTURES
Notation. Let A be an L-structure or possibly a union of L-struc-
.tures and let a g A. Then define
 4A - a [ b g A: b - a , .
 .  .  .  .and similarly define A ) a , A na , A ka , and A F a , etc. This is
shown in Fig. 1.
The next three lemmas are just a restatement of the axioms, pivoting
around each of the three variables in turn.
LEMMA 3.1. Let A g F and let x, y, z g A. Then
 .  .  .a If y g A ) x and y - z then z g A ) x ;
 .  .  .b If y g A nx and y k z then z g A ) x ;
 .  .  .c If y g A nx and y ) z then z g A nx ;
 .  .  .d If y g A kx and y - z then z g A kx .
LEMMA 3.2. Let A g F and let x, y, z g A. Then
 .  .  .a If x g A - y and x g A ) y then x - z;
 .  .  .b If x g A ny and z g A ky then x - z;
 .  .  .c If x g A ny and z g A - y then x n z;
 .  .  .d If x g A ky and z g A ) y then x k z.
LEMMA 3.3. Let A g F and let x, y, z g A. Then
 .  .  .a If x - y and y g A - z then x g A - z ;
 .  .  .b If x n y and y g A kz then x g A - z ;
 .  .  .c If x n y and y g A ) z then x g A nz ;
 .  .  .d If x k y and y g A - z then x g A kz .
FIGURE 1
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Note the following dualities in fishy structures:
Order-Re¨ ersing Duality. If we reverse the order on a fishy structure,
that is, if we swap - with ) and n with k, then we again have a fishy
structure. This corresponds to turning Fig. 1 upside down. Under this
duality the exclusivity, transitivity and fishy axioms are self dual and the n
axiom is paired with the k axiom.
Pi¨ oting duality. Let A be a fishy structure, and fix a g A. Then we
define an L-structure Aa. by, for any b g A, interchanging b ) a with
b k a and interchanging b - a with b n a, and leaving all other relation-
 .  .  .  .ships unchanged. This swaps A - a with A na and A ) a with A ka .
 . a.Refer to Fig. 1. We call A the a-pi¨ oting dual of A.
LEMMA 3.4. Let A g F and a g A. Then Aa. g F.
Proof. To show that Aa. is also a fishy structure, it suffices to show
that the a-pivoting duals of Transitivity, Fishiness, the n axiom, and the
k axiom are satisfied. But this can be seen from Lemmas 3.1, 3.2, and 3.3.
 .  .  .  .Note that Lemma 3.1 a , d are dual to each other, Lemma 3.1 b and c
 .  .  .  .are dual to Lemma 3.3 d and a , Lemma 3.2 a , b are dual to each
 .  .  .  .other, Lemma 3.2 c and d are both self-dual, and Lemma 3.3 b , c are
dual to each other.
w xCOROLLARY 3.5. Let D be an F-diagram, where D s D C; A, B and
let c g C. Then D can be amalgamated in F if and only if its c-pi¨ oting dual
c. w c. c. c.xD s D C ; A , B can be amalgamated in F.
Pivoting around a point a g A decomposes a fishy structure A into
substructures. The next lemma gives us a way to reverse this process.
 4LEMMA 3.6. Assume we ha¨e fishy structures A, B with A l B s c and
 .  .  .  .A s A G c j A nc and B s B F c j B kc . Then the diagram
w xD C; A, B has a miminal amalgam D, gi¨ en by:
A ) c ) B - c ; .  .
A ) c k B kc ; .  .
A nc n B - c ; .  .
A nc - B kc . .  .
Proof. Take u, ¨ , w g D. If all three are in A or all in B then the
induced substructure is in F. So assume there is a two-one split between A
and B. We may assume that w is the odd one out. We may also assume by
pivoting about c that w is comparable to c. But then w has the same
relationships to u and ¨ as c does, and so the structure induced on the
 4  4triple u, ¨ , w is isomorphic to that on u, ¨ , c .
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The next lemma allows us to add in missing upper and lower bounds to a
fishy structure.
 .  4  .LEMMA 3.7. Let A g F and a g A. Define A* a s a* j A G a j
 .A na , where
a* ) a
a* ) A na .
a* k A ) a . .
 .  4  .  .Define A# a s a# j A F a j A ka dually.
 .  .Then A* a and A# a are both fishy structures.
 .Proof. It is easy to check that for any x g A* a , the substructure on
 4  .a, a*, x is in F. Take x, y g A* a such that x, y / a. Then the substruc-
 4ture on a*, x, y is isomorphic to the a-pivoting dual of the structure on
 4a, x, y , and so belongs to F.
COROLLARY 3.8. E¨ery finite fishy structure can be embedded in a finite
fishy poorset.
Proof. Take A g F. The proof is by induction on the number of
5elements a g A such that there is some b a such that a and b have no
upper or lower bound. Take a g A with such a missing bound. By Lemmas
 .  .3.7 and 3.6, we can amalgamate A* a and A# a , adding a* and a# to
 4A. Then a* is an upper bound for a, b whenever a n b and a# is a lower
bound whenever a k b. Also, if a* k b, then a# is a lower bound for
 4a*, b . Dually for a#. Note that a* and a# each have either an upper or
lower bound with every other element, and so the inductive hypothesis
 4applies to A j a*, a# .
4. FAILURE OF AMALGAMATION FOR
FISHY STRUCTURES
We list in the table below the consequences of the sixteen possible ways
in which two points a, b can be related to a third point c in a fishy
structure.
b - c b ) c b n c b k c
 .  .a - c ! a k b a - b a n b ! a ) b
 .  .a ) c a ) b ! a n b ! a - b a k b
 .  .a n c a n b ! a ) b ! a k b a - b
 .  .a k c ! a - b a k b a ) b ! a n b
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w xThus, if we have a diagram D C; A, B and points a g A, b g B, and
 .c g C such that a - c and b k c, then we are forced to have ! a ) b in
any amalgam D of this diagram. Furthermore, if there are points
c , c , c , c g C such that the relationships between a and b and1 2 3 4
 .  .  .  .c , c , c , c force ! a - b , ! a ) b , ! a n b , and ! a k b , respec-1 2 3 4
tively, then the diagram cannot be amalgamated.
Each of these four negative consequences can arise in two different
ways, as listed below:
 .  .1 ! a - b
 .a a ) c and b n c
 .b a k c and b - c
 .  .2 ! a n b
 .a a ) c and b ) c
 .b a k c and b k c
 .  .3 ! a ) b
 .a a - c and b k c
 .b a n c and b ) c
 .  .4 ! a k b
 .a a - c and b - c
 .b a n c and b n c.
Thus there are sixteen different combinations, each yielding a diagram
which fails amalgamation. Each one can be identified by a sequence
 4x x x x , where x g a, b . We write a s b and b s a.1 2 3 4 i
Note the effect of the dualities on these diagrams:
Order-Re¨ ersing Duality. This has the effect of changing x x x x to1 2 3 4
x x x x .3 4 1 2
  4.Pi¨ oting Duality. If we pivot about c i g 1, 2, 3, 4 , then this dual-i
ity changes x to x .i i
Order-reversing duality can be easily visualized but the effect of pivoting
duality is more difficult to see.
Since pivoting about c changes x to x , it is clear that you can get fromi i i
any of these sixteen diagrams to any other by at most four succesive
applications of pivoting duality.
5. HOMOGENIZATION OF FISHY STRUCTURES
In this section, we use the Homogenization Theorem 2.3 to construct a
homogenized fishy structure. Most of this section will be taken up by
proving the following proposition.
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FIGURE 2
PROPOSITION 5.1. Let F be the class of fishy structures. Any diagram
which fails amalgamation in F embeds one of the sixteen diagrams listed in
Fig. 2.
COROLLARY 5.2. The class F of fishy structures satisfies LFA.
COROLLARY 5.3. The class F of fishy structures satisfies JEP.
Proof of Corollary 5.3. Let A, B g F. Choose points a g A and b g B.
 4Let C s c , and define embeddings a : c ¬ a and b : c ¬ b. Then the
w xdiagram D a ; b does not embed any of the subdiagrams in Fig. 2, so by
Proposition 5.1 it can be amalgamated.
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Now, by the Homogenization Theorem, together with Corollaries 5.2,
5.3, we have:
THEOREM 5.4. The class F of fishy structures is homogenizable.
w xTo prove Proposition 5.1, we let D s D C; A, B , where D is an
F-diagram which does not embed any of the diagrams from Fig. 2. We
 . < <need to show that D can be amalgamated in F. Let n D s A _ C q
< <  .B _ C . The proof is by induction on n D . Clearly, D can be amalga-
 .mated if n D s 0. Our inductive hypothesis is that any F-diagram D9
 .  .not embedding any of the subdiagrams in Fig. 2 and with n D9 - n D
can be amalgamated.
w xDEFINITION. We will say that a diagram D C; A, B is decomposable if
 . .  . . there is c g C such that both A j B ) c j A j B nc and A j
. .  . .B - c j A j B kc are nonempty.
We will
w xLEMMA 5.5. Let D s D C; A, B , where D is an F-diagram which
decomposes around a point c g C and which does not embed any of the
subdiagrams in Fig. 2. Then D can be amalgamated in F.
Proof. For this proof, we will use the notation
D G nc .
[ D C G c j C nc ; A G c j A nc , B G c j B nc .  .  .  .  .  .
 .  .  .and similarly for D G kc . First note that D G nc and D F kc are
subdiagrams of D, so do not embed any of aaaa]bbbb. Next, note that
 .   ..   ..n D s n D G nc q n D F kc , so if D is decomposable then
  ..  .   ..  .n D G nc - n D and n D F kc - n D . Then by the inductive
hypothesis these diagrams can be amalgamated, and so by Lemma 3.6
can D.
Thus we have reduced to the case where D is indecomposable, i.e., for
 . .  . .  . .all c g C, either A j B )c s A j B nc s B or A j B -c s
 . .  . .A j B kc s B. We say that c g C is a lower element if A j B )c
 . .  . . s A j B nc s B and c is an upper element if A j B -c s A j
. .B kc s B.
Note that if we pivot the diagram D about an upper element c g C,
then c becomes a lower element in the pivoting dual Dc.. By taking the
pivoting dual about each upper element in turn, we may reduce to the case
where C has only lower elements.
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w xLEMMA 5.6. Let D s D C; A, B , where D is an F-diagram with a
w xsubdiagram D s D C ; A , B . Take c g C and c g C. Then0 0 0 0 0 0
 .a If c is a lower element of D and c - c then the subdiagram0 0 0
w  4  4 xD C _ c j c ; A , B of D obtained by replacing c by c is isomorphic0 0 0 0 0
to D .0
 .b If c is an upper element of D and c n c then the subdiagram0 0 0
w  4  4 xD C _ c j c ; A , B of D is isomorphic to the c -pi¨ oting dual of D .0 0 0 0 0 0
 .Proof. a Since c is a lower element of D , then for any x g A j0 0 0
B , we have either c - x, in which case c - x, or c n x, in which case0 0 0
c n x also.
 .b For any x g A j B , either c ) x, in which case c n x, or0 0 0
c k x, in which case c - x.0
w xLEMMA 5.7. Let D s D C; A, B , where D is an indecomposable F-
diagram with C ha¨ing only lower elements and D not embedding any of the
 .diagrams from Fig. 2. Assume there is a g A such that B ; C -a ; C.
w  4 xIf D9 s D C; C j a , B and D9 can be amalgamated in F then D can
also be amalgamated in F.
 4Proof. Let B j a be a minimal amalgam of D9. Consider the dia-
w  4  4xgram D0 s D C j a ; A, B j a . The diagram D0 is decomposable
 .  .since C -a / B and C na / B so by Lemma 5.5, it suffices to show
that D0 does not embed any of aaaa]bbbb. Since D is a subdiagram of
D0 it then follows that D can be amalgamated.
Assume D0 embeds one of the diagrams aaaa]bbbb. Since all elements
of C are lower elements of D, hence of D0, the only possible upper
element of D0 is a so the subdiagram is one of aaab, aaba, aabb, abbb or
.babb . We can then use the previous lemma to replace a by some element
c g C to obtain aabb as a subdiagram of D0. But this subdiagram does
not involve the element a, so is a subdiagram of D.
w xPROPOSITION 5.8. Let D s D C; A, B , where D is an indecomposable
F-diagram with C ha¨ing only lower elements and D not embedding any of
 .the diagrams from Fig. 2. Assume there is a g A such that B ; C -a ; C.
Then D can be amalgamated.
w  4 x  4Proof. Let D9 s D C; C j a , B . If C j a is a proper subset of A
 .  .then n D9 - n D , so D9 can be amalgamated by the inductive hypothe-
sis. Then, by the previous lemma, D can be amalgamated. Thus we need
 4only consider the case where A s C j a . So assume first there is
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 .b g B _ C such that B ; C -b ; C. Then we may also assume B s C j
 4b . Now since the diagram aabb is not embedded in D, not all of
v  .  .C -a _ C -b
v  .  .C -b _ C -a
v  .  .C -a l C -b
v w  .x w  .xC _ C -a l C _ C -b
can be nonempty.
Define an L-structure on A j B according to:
 .  .  .a If C -a s C -b then a s b.
 .  .  .b If C -a ; C -b then a - b.
 .  .  .c If C -b ; C -a then b - a.
 .  .  .d If C -a l C -b s B then a n b.
 . w  .x w  .xe Otherwise, we must have C _ C -a l C _ C -b s B, and
we define a k b.
To show that this defines a fishy structure, we need only check subsets
 4of the form a, b, c , where c g C. There are four cases to be checked. If
 .  .  .c - a and c - b, then C -a l C -b / B, so we have ! a n b , as
required according to the table at the beginning of Section 4. If c - a and
 .  .  .c n b, then C -a _ C -b / B, so ! a F b . The case c n a and c - b
 .  .is similar. Finally, if c n a and c n b, then C na l C nb / B, so
 .! a k b , as required.
 .  .Now assume that for every b g B _ C either C -b s B or C -b s C.
Then define an L-structure on A j B according to:
 .  .a If C -b s B then a n b.
 .  .b If C -b s C then a - b.
 .To see that this defines a fishy structure, take c g C - a and note that
 4for any b , b g B the substructure on a, b , b is isomorphic to that on1 2 1 2
 4c, b , b , and hence is a fishy structure.1 2
Using the previous proposition and the corresponding result for B, we
have now reduced to proving our final proposition.
w xPROPOSITION 5.9. Let D s D C; A, B , where D is an indecomposable
F-diagram with C ha¨ing only lower elements and D not embedding any of
 .the diagrams from Fig. 2. Assume that for all a g A, either C -a s B or
 .C -a s C and similarly for all b g B. Then D can be amalgamated.
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Proof.
 .  .Case I. C -a s C, C -b s C for some a g A _ C, b g B _ C.
 4  4  4 w xLet C9 s C j c9 ( C j a ( C j b . Then D9 s D C9; A, B satis-
 .  .fies n D9 - n D . We need to show that D9 does not embed any of the
diagrams from Fig. 2.
Assume D9 embeds one of these diagrams. Then c9 must be an upper
element of this diagram so the diagram is one of aaab, aaba, abbb, or
.babb . None of these diagrams is compatible with the condition that
 .  .  .C -x s B or C -x s C for all x g A j B _ C.
 .  .Case II. C -a s B, C -b s B, for some a g A _ C, b g B _ C.
This is similar to Case I, but c9 is a lower element, so the diagram to be
checked is aabb.
 .  .Case III. C -a s C, C -b s B for all a g A _ C, b g B _ C.
Define a ) b for all a g A _ C and b g B _ C. This is left to the reader
to check.
 .  .Case IV. C -a s B, C -b s C for all a g A _ C, b g B _ C.
Define a - b for all a g A _ C and b g B _ C.
6. AN ANSWER FOR NEUMANN
In this section, we show how our construction of an homogenized fishy
poorset answers Peter Neumann's question. Recall that he wanted a fishy
 .poorset whose automorphism group is transitive on triples a, b, c such
that
 .i a - b - c;
 .ii b - a and a n c;
 .iii a - b and a k c.
By Theorem 2.3, the class F of fishy structures can be homogenized by
 4adding to the language L s - , n , k sixteen new quaternary relations,
one for each of the diagrams aaaa]bbbb. Thus the orbits of the homoge-
nized structure G on n-tuples correspond to the isomorphism classes of
n-substructures under this expanded language, L 9. But since the new
relations are all quaternary, the L 9-structure on triples is determined
 .solely by their L-structure. Thus, G s Aut G is transitive on the re-L
quired classes of triples.
 .  .Take a g G. The four suborbits of G are then the sets G -a , G ) a ,
 .  .G na and G ka . These are the vertices of the VIP graph. The connected
  .  .4   .  .4  .components are G -a , G ka and G )a , G na . The vertex G -a
 .is paired with G )a , and the other two are each self-paired.
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